Abstract. In the maritime field, e-navigation, an information-service framework for proper integration of various marine and marine-related data both shipboard and onshore, has been widely discussed. In the wake of the adoption of International Hydrographic Organization (IHO)'s S-100 as the baseline of the Common Maritime Data Structure (CMDS) for e-navigation, S-100-based product specifications are being developed. The International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) is charged with the development of product specifications for its domain. In order to develop a data product specification, it is necessary to analyze the contents of the data and to define an application schema according to the S-100 data model. Aids to Navigation (AtoN) data in IALA domain constitute the typical resource of e-navigation. Thus, in this paper, we present an application schema for Aids to Navigation (AtoN) data. By analysis IALA Navguide and AtoN data provided by a regional marine office, we define an application schema on the basis of IHO S-100.
Introduction
E-navigation is an information-service framework for proper harmonization of various marine and marine-related data both shipboard and onshore. It requires implementation of a common data model for harmonization of the various data shipboard and onshore. Such a model, referred to by the IMO as a Common Maritime Data Structure (CMDS), can facilitate data sharing and exchange among different systems. Recently, the IMO adopted, as the CMDS baseline, the IHO S-100 [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Since the IHO S-100's adoption as the common data model of e-navigation, the IALA has been endeavoring to understand it more fully and to develop product specifications on data in its own domain. A few drafts of IALA-domain data product specifications have been introduced thus far [9] [10] [11] .
Any kind of structure that provides visual markers and signals to vessels is known as an Aid to Navigation (AtoN). In Korea, regional maritime affairs and port administration offices monitor and manage AtoNs using regional AtoN integration and management systems. In e-navigation, AtoN data in legacy systems can be used to support useful information services, but only if they are provided according to S-100-compliant product specifications. In this paper, we present an application schema to support development of AtoN data product specification. The AtoN application schema is modeled on the basis of IALA Navguide [12] and AtoN data in regional AtoN integration and management systems. And in order to be able to utilize AtoN data in e-navigation, it is designed for compliance with IHO S-100.
Related Works
S-100 is the new IHO standard on universal hydrographic data that is set to replace the S-57 transfer standard for digital hydrographic data [7, 8] . As it is based on the ISO 19100 series standards, which are international standards on geographic information, S-100 supports interoperability between systems dealing with marine and marine-related geographic information. Recently, IMO adopted S-100 as the CMDS baseline for e-navigation [1] .
S-100 helps interested communities to develop their own maritime geospatial products and services. It provides theoretical concept models and procedures that are the basis of the development of S-100-based product specifications. The most fundamental element of any S-100-based product specification is an application schema. An application schema is based on a General Feature Model (GFM), which is a conceptual model of the types of features to be used in S-100 products. [8] A product specification is a guideline for the creation and exchange of data in a specific domain. It includes a description of all features, attributes, and relationships of a given application [7] .
Since the adoption of S-100 as the CMDS baseline for e-navigation, several organizations have become interested in developing S-100-compliant product specifications [5, 6] . In a recent IALA e-nav committee technical meeting, for example, drafts of S-100-based product specifications for AtoN data, inter-VTS (Vessel Traffic System) Exchange Format (IVEF) data, and Automatic Identification System (AIS) data were introduced. Each product specification proposed an S-100-compliant application schema [9] [10] [11] .
Designed AtoN Application Schema

Feature Types of AtoN
AtoN data are feature-based geospatial data. Their contents typically consist of AtoN features, attributes and associations. An AtoN data set is composed of AtoN feature objects and geographic information describing geographic topologies and locations.
In order to build product specification for AtoN data, therefore, it is necessary to define features, attributes and associations. Features of AtoN data are based on the IALA Navguide [12] and regional AtoN legacy systems.
AtoNs are monitored and managed by regional AtoN integrated management systems in Korea. These systems basically provide the attributes and installation location of each AtoN. Additionally, they periodically gather status information on AtoNs. Some AtoNs equipped with meteorological sensors periodically provide weather information. AtoN data managed in the regional AtoN integrated management systems can be classified as static data or dynamic data. Static data are descriptions of AtoN attributes. Dynamic data are information that is time-dependent.
AtoN Application Schema
Our AtoN application schema is a data model for AtoN data content description and representation of data-entity relationships. Data entities constituting AtoN feature types, information types, and properties, are defined on the basis of the S-100 GFM.
A feature is an abstract representation of a real world phenomenon. A feature type is a class defining certain feature instances. Feature types extracted on the basis of the IALA Navguide and regional AtoN integrated management systems are classified according to the roles of each in AtoN data. AtoNs can be equipped with supplementary components such as light, racon, DGPS and meteorological sensors. And they can be attached to natural or artificial structures such as rocks or buildings, and towers. We classify AtoN data feature types as AtoN equipment, sensor, AtoN base structure, and Aton AIS. An Aton AIS is distinguished from AtoN equipment by its use as an AtoN identifier. Fig. 1 shows our application schema for AtoN data. 
Conclusions
In the maritime field, after the adoption of IHO S-100 as the CMDS baseline for enavigation, many organizations became interested in developing S-100-based product specifications. In the IALA domain, development of product specifications for AtoN, AIS, IVEF data recently have been discussed. In this paper, we present an AtoN application schema. Our AtoN application schema supports representation of the contents of regional AtoN data as well as the IALA Navguide. As such, our AtoN application schema can be used as AtoN product specification component.
In the future, we will study the development IHO S-100-based AtoN product specification. Further, we will study methods to overlay AtoN data on the ENC and to harmonize AtoN data and other S-100-based data products.
